WINDOWS ON YOUR WORLD
2. THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS

MAKING THIS WORK FOR YOU
1 ICEBREAKER
This is an opportunity for everyone to get to know each other a little bit better.
Gather children into a seated circle on the floor. Teacher, classroom assistants (and any
conservation architect facilitator) to join the circle – ideally seated on the floor.
CIRCLE TIME RULES APPLY

Look

Listen

Concentrate

Speaking

Thinking

3 CHOOSING THE RIGHT OLD WINDOW
Find some twelve pane sliding sash windows. Sometimes these are called six over six sliding sash
windows. These might be in your school, house or old buildings nearby.
What does a twelve pane sliding sash window look like?
They are rectangular windows (usually portrait format).
Look out for:
•
Six rectangular panes of glass in the top  and six
in the bottom  
•
Wooden frames, often painted
•
Open by sliding the top sash down and the
bottom sash down.
Look for original old frames and clear glass. If you
don’t have old windows in your school or house look for
somewhere nearby that does. Modern PVC or aluminium
look-a-likes are not original old frames or glass. They aren’t
suitable substitutes.
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5 SHARING LEARNING
Help from classroom assistants and/or volunteer parents should make it possible to talk about
each drawing by working in groups of no more than six.
Consider using quieter breakout spaces so everyone can hear.
When you select a drawing ask the ‘artist’ to identify him or herself. Ask the rest of the learning
group to describe to the ‘artist’ what they see in his or her drawing. From time to time check
back with the ‘artist’ to see if they’ve identified what’s in the drawing correctly.
Once the group’s collective knowledge is exhausted highlight different parts of the drawing to
introduce new words and information.
Move onto another drawing after a few minutes to maintain interest. Expand on learning with
periodic prompt questions.
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